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Abstract: Modeling approaches based on standards are of paramount importance in the field of front-end design for web and mobile applications. Problems are often encountered during the selection of tools for designing applications for developers and researchers, particularly applications that are related to time and cost in the market and academia. The Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML) is a recently standardized modeling language designed for managing the content expression, user interaction and behavior control of front-end applications. IFML brings several benefits to the development process of web and mobile front-end applications. Thus, several tools have been developed for the exploitation of technical artifacts offered by current specifications. In this study, we discuss the tools proposed for modeling IFML to provide a comparative analysis while considering various criteria. The result can be used as a basis of tool selection for specific aspects.
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Introduction

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) methods are aimed at providing tools and techniques for simplifying the design, development and evolution of software applications. Tools play an important role in MDE adoption given that traditional software engineers usually rely on the use of case tools to boost their productivity (Rossi et al., 2016). Web applications and web modeling languages are increasing in complexity and thus demand robust process and tool support, which is one of the critical factors for completing a web development lifecycle, especially during model design and code generation.

The use of Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML), a new web engineering method, has recently been proposed for web and mobile application development (Brambilla and Fraternali, 2014a). It is an Object Management Group (OMG) standard that supports the platform-independent description of graphical User Interfaces (UIs) for desktop computers, laptops, cellular phones and tablets (Brambilla, 2013). Several tools, such as WebRatio (Acerbis et al., 2015a), IFMLEditor (2018) and IFMLEdit.org (CarloBernaschina, 2018), have been proposed for designing IFML models and generating codes.

IFML tools can design standard models and sometimes provide the final version as generated code. Each tool is used for a particular concern with a special philosophy. Moreover, IFML is new and thus not applicable to all types of web applications (Wakil and Jawawi, 2017a). The problem is IFML designers and developers have difficulty selecting tools during the development process.

Focusing on the topic of comparison and evaluation techniques of modelling methods, several works have been done, the most relevant are (Wakil and Jawawi, 2017a; Toghroli et al., 2016; Siau and Rossi, 2011; Wakil et al., 2015; Wakil and Jawawi, 2014). Regarding IFML tools, no comparison or evaluation were proposed. However, Hamdani et al. (2018) presented a systematic review of many works based on IFML and, suggested to establish a comparison between IFML tools, but they still have not complete it. In this study, we compared IFML tools used for developing web and mobile applications. Important criteria were selected as the...
bases of the comparisons. The results are deemed useful to developers and researchers when they are selecting tools for a particular purpose. Finally, this study answers the following questions in industry and academic fields: Which tool supports the entire lifecycle phases of web engineering? Which tool rapidly uses the design stereotype of modeling? Which tool easily supports code generation? Which tool is best for a particular concern?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents previous design IFML models using the different tools and related works on the available tools. Section 3 explains IFML elements. Section 4 analyzes current IFML tools and roles to support IFML. Section 5 defines the criteria as the primary comparison and focuses on the comparison and analytical discussion of available IFML tools based on criteria. Section 6 designs a case study as an evaluation of the tools. Section 7 presents the conclusion and provides some ideas for future work.

Background

This section presents the tools available for IFML and cites different IFML-based approaches for the model-driven development process, which creates IFML models using either IFML tools or the classical method, which involves the creation of a dynamic instance directly from the IFML metamodel syntax. Finally, this section tabulates the existing work based on the IFML metamodel with several descriptions, such as (process development approaches, technology type, application type, implementation technology and publication year).

IFML have built by developers with an extensive experience on using WebML and WebRatio for over 10 years’ experience. It was adopted as a standard by the OMG in March 2013 (Bernaschina et al., 2017a). IFML brings several benefits to the UIs development process of the web, desktop and mobile applications. IFML visual syntax is one of the five artifacts offered by the IFML specification (Acerbis et al., 2015a). However, the visual syntax is compact and familiar to developers, which explains why several tools have been developed to design IFML diagrams.

One of the main model-driven application development tools that mark IFML editing is not of the famous WebRatio (2018). It is an integrated platform that supports the applications that model with BPMN, IFML and UML class diagrams and their implementation with model-driven code generators (Acerbis et al., 2015b). WebRatio is generally used for creating robust and composite enterprise-class mobile and web applications. It is a consolidated industrial reality and allows the creation of any model for the generation of custom web or mobile UIs. Additionally, it enables the deployment on-premises or cloud applications (Brambilla and Fraternali, 2014b). Another solution is an open source IFMLEditor (2018) by Eclipse; this editor is a plugin based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) and Sirius technology. The editor provides a modeling environment for expressing the content, user interaction and control behavior of software application front-ends (Ed-Douibi and Brunelière, 2015). Moreover, the IFML editor supports bindings between the front-end layer and the two other layers: The persistence and logical business layers.

IFMLEdit.org is a web-based open-source IFML tool (CarloBernaschina, 2018) developed with Agile Model Transformation, which is an agile modular framework that allows developers to rapidly bootstrap and evolve their MDD tools (Editor and Code Generators) (Carlo et al., 2017). It allows the rapid prototyping of web and mobile applications. Also, in (Bernaschina, 2017) they are extended these tools to support other features.

In recent years, several research projects (research works) using model-driven approaches for the development of UIs based on the IFML standard have been proposed. Given the tools mentioned above, IFML has quickly made its way in the software industry and academia under the impulse of several approaches. Many researchers have exploited IFML to specify the domain model and user interaction models for applications have been conducted. Each of these works use one of the tools mentioned before. Laaz and Mbarki (2016a; 2016b; Rhazali et al., 2016; Rodriguez-Echeverría et al., 2016; Roubi et al., 2016; Sachdeva and Singh, 2017; Yigitbas et al., 2015) focus on the web. Acerbis et al. (2015a; Bernaschina et al., 2017b; 2017c; Brambilla et al., 2014; Brambilla, 2015; Umhuoza et al., 2015) focused on mobile applications. Other research works have exploited IFML in different domains, such as interactive systems (Gotti and Mbarki, 2016a), big data (Bernaschina et al., 2017a), execution models (Gotti and Mbarki, 2016b) and user behavior analysis (Bernaschina et al., 2017a). Table 1 highlights the existing works based on IFML and the case tool.

Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML)

IFML is compatible with the platform autonomous depiction of graphical user links for applications deployed in every technological and system platform (Bernaschina et al., 2017a). End users have observed that the behavior and structure of a front-end application is the aim of the depiction. The typical purposes of the IFML are managing the control behavior, user interaction and the expression of the content of the front-end application of a software.

IFML facilitates the description of the following:
The logic that determines the sequence of actions to perform in response to an event
The bindings among displayed contents, objects/data and events
The objects/data displayed by the application or managed by business logic
The pages/windows through which the application interacts with the user

According to the standard model-view-controller model of a communicating application, IFML primarily focuses on the view portion. IFML models support the following design perspectives, whose notation is summarized in Table 2.

(1) The view structure description contains the definitions of the view containers. (2) The view content description contains the definitions of the view components, that is, data entry elements and content publishing contained in view containers. (3) The event’s description contains the definition of events, which originate from external agents, application logic, or users’ interaction and which may influence the state of the UI. (4) The event transition description contains the definition of the impact of an event on a user interface. (5) The parameter binding description contains the definition of the input-output reliance between model elements.

Moreover, IFML can be supplemented with peripheral models for linking to any form of the dynamic model, which explains the business idea responsible for the application front end and any form of the content model (in place of file systems, ontologies, databases, or any other resource). Figure 1 illustrates a direct instance of the IFML diagram, where an initial page shows a list of products and a target page, which show the information of the selected product, upon user selection (Acerbis et al., 2015b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Presenting existing work on IFML and Case Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Studied Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA approach based on IFML and ODM for generating RIA interfaces (Laaz and Mbarki, 2016a; 2016b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA approach based on IFML for RIAs (Roubi et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An abstract presentation of interactive systems based on ADM approach (Gotti and Mbarki, 2016a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extending IFML for web and mobile Platforms (Brambilla et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automating IFML Specification of CRUD Operations (Rodriguez-Echeverria et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extending Support of IFML to RIA Constructs (Sachdeva and Singh, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patterns for generating RIAs (Yigitbas et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toward IFVM Virtual Machine: A Model-Driven IFML Interpretation (Gotti and Mbarki, 2016a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-driven development of cross-platform mobile applications with webRatio and ifml (Acerbis et al., 2015a; Brambilla, 2015; Umhuozia et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFMLEdit.org: Model-driven rapid prototyping of mobile apps (Barnaschina et al., 2017b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online model editing, simulation and code generation for web and mobile applications (Barnaschina et al., 2017b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Big Data Analysis Framework for Model-Based Web User Behavior Analytics (Barnaschina et al., 2017a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A model transformation in MDA from CIM to PIM represented by web models through SoaML and IFML (Riazali et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended IFML metamodels and designed an example after extension (Wakil and Jawawi, 2017b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzed IFML phases and added to Web Engineering Mapping (Wakil and Jawawi, 2017c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Based Rapid Prototyping and Evolution of Web Application (Falzone and Barnaschina, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UML and IFML Mapping to GraphQL (Cabot, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal semantics of IFML for mobile and rich-client application MDD (Barnaschina et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Basic Core IFML concepts: Description, notation and platform-specific cases (Brambilla and Fraternali, 2014a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>IFML Notation</th>
<th>PSM Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View container</td>
<td>An element of the interface that comprises elements displaying content and supporting interaction and/or other View Containers.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Web page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Window Pane.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View component</td>
<td>An element of the interface that displays content or accepts input</td>
<td></td>
<td>An HTML list. A JavaScript image gallery An input form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>An occurrence that affects the state of the application</td>
<td>MyEvent</td>
<td>Select a line from a list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>A piece of business logic triggered by an event</td>
<td>MyAction</td>
<td>A database update.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The sending of an email.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation Flow</td>
<td>An input-output dependency. The source of the link has some the output that is associated with the the in put of the target of the link</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sending and receiving of parameters in the HTTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Flow</td>
<td>Data passing between View Components or Action as the consequence of previous user interaction.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter Binding Group</td>
<td>Set of Parameter Bindings associated to an Interaction Flow (being it navigation or data flow)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IFML Tools

In the development of web and mobile applications, some tools have been invented for code generation and IFML models design. This section describes the current tools, including IFML editor, ifmledit.org and WebRatio.

WebRatio Policy (Mia-Software, 2018) is a low-code model-driven development tool related to IFML. It features two editions and concentrates on the design and development of mobile and web applications. WebRatio Policy applies the web-extended form of IFML and aims precisely on web applications. WebRatio offers the following environments:

- The modeling environment supports the integration of IFML diagram specification into BPMN diagrams for the description of business process features, UML ER diagrams (class diagrams) for information design and the view definition
- The development environment supports the application of custom elements, thereby enabling the tailoring of modeling language extensions according to vertical requirements or natural responsibilities and system integration and custom data requirements
- The style design and layout template environment facilitate the greatest possible degree of UI complexity given the full support of JavaScript-based styling, CSS and HTML

WebRatio offers lifecycle management, group work support, full code generation and model checking that concerns the inputs provided by such environments. The generated code is composed of an automatic cloud-
deployed Java EE code that involves back- and front-end web applications for the WebRatio web version and ready-to-deploy cross-platform mobile applications for the mobile version within the PhoneGap distribution, based on the open-source Apache Cordova framework. The styling and layout of the target applications can be described by defining CSS and the HTML5 templates. WebRatio mobile develops applications by default that are completely working even when offline. It also offers an integrated solution for reading and writing data synchronization between the back end and the mobile device. The design of the mobile application is based on de facto and open standard libraries, which include Ionic, JData and Angular.js.

**IFMLedit.Org**

IFML edit is an online tool. Making multifaceted configurations is unnecessary in the creation of IFML models. IFML edit is easy to manipulate but does not support XMI interchange (Hamdani et al., 2018). It is focused on mobile applications and quick web prototyping. IFMLedit.org is related to IFML, which is the OMG standard interface between applications and users (Brambilla and Fraternali, 2014a). It is an online tool that generates codes for web and mobile architecture, the investigation of their properties using mapping to Place Chart Nets (PCN) (Acerbis et al., 2015a) and the description of IFML models. The environment supports the following workflow:

- **Mobile emulator:** This JavaScript constituent emulates a mobile cross-platform situation (currently Cordova). It supports the prompt implementation of the produced cross-platform mobile code
- **Browser-server emulator:** This emulator is a wholesome JavaScript module capable of emulating Node.js servers, web browsers and request–response sequences that links the two. This emulator is applied to support online and offline functionalities flawlessly
- **Model-to-JSON transformation framework:** This framework is basic rule-related transformation framework built in JavaScript that. It is provided as an input of a model entity and it creates an output of a JSON assembly that epitomizes a model-to-model transformation model, a model-to-text transformation (file system structure), or anything that can be defined as a JSON object
- **Model editor:** This editor is a multipurpose visual editor that enables developers to insert (through dragging and dropping) components in a model, correct their properties and link them

The system provides the developer with the following tools (Brambilla and Fraternali, 2014a):

- **IFML editor:** This is a modification of the basic model editor to obtain IFML models
- **PCN generator and simulator:** This is related to the model-to-JSON transformation framework and the IFML model editor. It enables the production of a PCN from the IFML model and simulation of its performance
- **Web code generator and emulator:** This generator and emulator is related to the model-to-JSON transformation framework and the browser-server emulator. It enables an individual to develop a Node.js app from the IFML model and install it in the browser
- **The mobile code generator and emulator:** This generator and emulator is based on a model-to-

**IFML Editor**

IFML editor is an open source Eclipse editor for IFML. It is derived from Sirius API, an eclipse project and facilitates the modeling of an editor’s creation. The IFML editor results from a partnership between the INRIA research team AtlanMod, WebRatio and Politecnico di Milano.

This modeling device has all the advantages of IFML, which is incorporated on Eclipse as a plugin. The major elements of the IFML editor are the full coverage of the OMG IFML standard, code generation-friendliness (e.g., Acceleo Manifesto) and extensibility to different domains based on EMF (Eclipse inside). The open source IFML editor can be found on GitHub or the Eclipse Marketplace in cooperation with the projects gallery and the Sirius installation guide.

The IFML editor implements EMF as new software. Eclipse EMF (IFMLEditor, 2018) and models are described below:

- **Data model:** This refers to a domain model and stands for data that are being worked on
- **EMF:** This refers to a set of Eclipse plug-ins that can be applied in data modeling and the generation of some output based on this model or code. EMF has a difference between the actual and meta-model, which illustrates the model’s structure. A model refers to a concrete case of this meta-model
- **Generating data from an EMF model:** The stored information in the EMF models can be applied in the generation of the derived output. For instance, EMF can be applied in the definition of an application’s domain model and equivalent Java implementation classes can be created from this model. The EMF framework shows that the created code can be securely expanded with a hand
- Metamodels-Genmodel and Ecore: The EMF metamodel comprises two sections, namely, Genmodel and Ecore description files
- Ecore description file: The Ecore file provides room for the definition of the following elements:
  - EClass stands for a class that has zero or more references and zero or more attributes
  - EAttribute stands for an attribute that comprises a type and a name
  - EReference stands for one end of an association amid two classes. It comprises flags that point out if it stands for a reference class and containment to which it is pointing
  - EDataType stands for the kind of an attribute, for instance, end date, int, java, or float
- Ecore description file: A graphical representation of an accessible ecore model can be generated with the use of the context menu of an Ecore file and through the selection of an initialized Ecore diagram

**Mia Studio**

Mia Studio refers to a code generation solution that maximizes the characteristics provided by the Eclipse platform. Mia Studio, which is meant for developers and architects, refers to a workshop for the execution and creation of code generators with the use of models that conform to an enterprise modeling language like (DSL) or UML type models (Mia-Software, 2018). The community version is available.

Mia Studio refers to a set of plugins that enable an Eclipse-based development environment to generate and apply model transformers and code generators. The developer can access all the power of Mia software products incorporated into their Eclipse workstation.

The Mia Studio Integrated Development Environment (IDE) provides a code generation Android SDK that enables the development of the user interface layer (Mia-Studio, 2018). The generation rules UML/IFML to Android are intended to make a few parts of the native Android application using one UML model (OMG-UML, 2018) linked with one IFML model (OMG-IFML, 2018). The generated code refers to an operational android SDK application, despite the code that must be completed by developers for obtaining superior UI feel and look and executing a number of UI treatments, particularly business services layer invocation.

**Comparative Analysis of Ifml Tools**

This section compares available IFML tools. Currently, available IFML tools are WebRatio, IFMLedit.org, IFML Editor and Mia studio (Section 4). We selected the most relevant criteria after analyzing the different tools of IFML and gave an overview of each of them:
Table 3 presents a comparison between the tools based on criteria in process development applications and designer experience.

The criteria of the tools described in the table have many similarities. All the tools are multi-platform, user-friendly, extensible and standard-compliant. However, the tools do not support simulation, analysis or validation functions, all types of related models, the context of applications and document output. In the following, we detail the comparison between the tools.

**Industrial and Academic**

The adoption of criteria is the first step in the simplification of the tool selection process. We usually recommend general-purpose tools in the early stages of modeling and situation-specific tools are applied in a precise and carefully defined way, such as MIA Studio for mobile applications and WebRatio for web applications. For code generation, only WebRatio and MIA-Studio can generate the code directly after modeling the IFML diagram:

- IFML is dedicated to researchers and the industrial world. However, WebRatio is developed to be used primarily in industries. IFMLedit is designed for research due to the limitations of this tool.
- Industrial: For developer or designer
- Based on our research, we recommend the use of MIA Studio and WebRatio for industrial purposes given the multiple functionalities as presents and the criteria cited above.

**Academic: For Researcher**

As for academic purpose, the user can use all the tools cited above except IFML.edit which still a mature project and not as powerful as the others.

If the user targets a specific platform, the MIA Studio or WebRatio is the best choice, but if the user wants to customize his output, then the IFML editor is the best to go because it has a much abstract aspect that gives the user multiple choices when it comes to customization.

**Open Source**

The analysis table shows that all tools are open source, except WebRatio, which comes in two editions: A community one, which is free of use and a professional one, which is a commercial edition. The community edition does not provide sufficient functionalities (WebRatio-Platform, 2018):

- Building custom styles
- Local back-end testing environment
- Back-end production environment on-premises or in any public or private cloud and team working

**Support Multiplatform**

IFML editor and MIA Studio are tools that run in eclipse as plugins and eclipse is a cross-platform IDE. Both tools support multiple platforms:

- IFMLedit.org is a web-based tool and can be used in all the platforms that have a browser
- WebRatio is built on the Eclipse editor, which is a cross-platform IDE. Therefore, WebRatio is also considered a multi-platform IDE
- Thus, each IFML modeling tool runs on different devices

**Speed**

The speed criteria invokes the time response that each tool takes to begin and use:

- Mia Studio and IFML editor are Eclipse dependent tools. It means that their speed is relative to eclipse IDE speed. Eclipse has more plugins and can be slow in the starting phase
WebRatio is based on Eclipse IDE. Thus, its response time is as fast as an eclipse.
IFMLedit.org is considered the fastest among other tools because it is a web-based tool. Therefore, it depends only on Internet speed.

Technical Difficulties:

- WebRatio is the richest tool among the presented tools but consists of Java 1.7 version, which is no longer maintained by the Oracle Corporation.
- Mia Studio is an eclipse plugin and can be found in the eclipse marketplace.
- IFML editor is a plugin built for eclipse and compatible with the latest version. It is not embedded in the marketplace, similar to Mia, but can be installed as new software. It is easy to install and presents no difficulties.

Code Generation

Many tools cannot afford this criteria. Of the listed tools above, only webradio can generate the code because WebRatio has specific platform support (mobile and web), noticeable in its environment by many components related to the target platform, unlike other tools that present an abstract definition of the IFML diagram.

IFML editor does not provide code generation but has the ability to obtain this function added using Acceleo. This promising tool gives the user the power to extend and specify the output for the output model.

Case Study and Evaluation

This section designs a case study by the IFML editor. The case study is an Amazon website with the following scenario:

Scenario: In this design, the case study is on the Amazon website. Customers after login in the following scenario as shown in Fig. 2:

- Search for a book - customer searches for a book in Amazon bookstore
- Order book - customer orders the book
- Make payment - customer pays online for the book

The IFML diagram is designed by the Eclipse-based editor “IFML Editor” but can be created with all the tools mentioned above.

Fig. 2: Amazon website scenario process search, order and payment
Content Model: In this example, a customer creates an account for logging on the website. Then, the customer searches for a book in the website. The website lists relevant available books based on the customer’s search. The customer selects a target book from the list of the books, then orders the target book. The system requests the customer to add a credit card. Subsequently, the customer adds a credit card in order to buy the current book order, prior to being given a permission to download the target book. The system then allows the customer to either leave the website or continue searching and shopping on the system. Figure 3 shows the Content Model for Amazon Book following IFML method by using IFML Editor Tool.

The important diagram is the IFML model capturing the whole scenario. By using IFML Editor as case tool, the IFML model is designed for Amazon book. IFML has a number of elements to design interaction models.
Additionally, IFML Editor also has the ability to design these models. Figure 4 presents the IFML front-end model for Amazon book by using IFML Editor Tool.

The IFML tools cited above can design this case study. The case study is designed by the IFML editor. All IFML tools can design the main concepts of the IFML method, but each tool has a special philosophy. We modeled this scenario with the four tools used for modeling IFML diagrams. The difference resides in the speed of each tool.

For the design of our case study, the IFML diagram must be created first for the definition of the UML model, which represents the domain model. All the tools mentioned except IFMLEdit.org starts with this procedure. Figure 3 shows the domain model designed for the Amazon Website Scenario proposed. The class diagram is composed of eight classes.

The core model is created after the creation of the domain model. It is created based on the domain model. Figure 4 depicts the creation of IFML components (container, view component, event and action).

We define all views for our scenario from the abstract representation of interfaces associated with the domain model. These scenarios are common procedures in all the tools presented above. However, WebRatio goes further and extends the IFML components to provide users the ability to produce IFML diagrams for web or mobile applications. IFMLEdit.org also provides this feature.

Conclusion and Future Work

Modeling tools are important in the development of applications, especially web and mobile applications. In the MDWE field, 18% of the contribution type is a tool (Wakil and Jawawi, 2015). The evaluation of modeling tools is difficult. The robustness of the research and industrial often determines whether the tool is useful and effective.

In this study, we analyzed and compared IFML tools that consist of WebRatio, IFML Editor, IFMLEdit.org, or MIA-studio. Each tool has its strengths and weaknesses.

Future applications can evolve rapidly and engineering methods for modeling need to extend and define new concerns. Thus, we recommend researchers to extend the IFML tools for the development of new features based on modeling languages.
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